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Primary Logo

Secondary Logo Color Scheme

0, 119, 164  87, 9, 0, 36  0077A4

110, 190, 68  61, 0, 100, 0  6EBE44

153, 152, 156  42, 35, 33, 1  99989C

229, 143, 25  0, 46, 100, 8  E58F19

RGB   CMYK   HEX#

Changeling Neo 

1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Museo

1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Fonts Used

do not change element position do not stretch or distort 

Don’t Abuse Your Logo

do not change element size do not change font/color

**minimum size 0.5”h x 2”w

**minimum size 0.5”h x 0.5”w



Alternate Logo Usage

Design Notes
Inspiration - While designing this logo I looked toward various architecture firms and app development firms 
for inspiration. Some of the companies that I liked were Parishram Architecture, Architect Consulting, Mobistay 
and Appolog. The skyline formed power button will work for a great secondary logo. 

Typography - I chose Changling Neo as the main font in this logo. It translates well as a techy font and does 
not lose legibility as it is scaled up and down. Additionally, the “i” in the font worked well to incorporate the 
power button idea.  

Colors - I decided to use a brighter group of colors to help the new startup company stand out. They want 
to stand out and be cutting edge and I feel the typography choices in addition to the bright color scheme will 
help them do just that. The colors will translate well for both web and print. 

Overall Look and Feel -  Throughout the design process I really wanted the focus to be the skyline power 
button. It helps draw the client into the logo and the brand which will help to generate interest in the 
company. I thought the creative name and skyline helped emphasize the fact that they will be “building” and 
“developing” apps. 

Customer Requests - This logo meets the clients requests as it is versatile and can be used on web and print 
materials. It looks cutting edge and will not age in the technology industry as you always need power for 
technology. Additionally, it takes into consideration that they build mobile apps but does not limit them from 
other parts of the industry though the use of their secondary logo and the fact that technology always needs 
a developer. 

Slogan

“IMAGINATION IN YOUR POCKET”


